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Locating large insects using automated VHF radio telemetry with a multi-antennae array

Abstract

1. We describe an automated radio telemetry system (ARTS) designed for estimating the location of 0.50 g butterflies which was constructed with commercially available materials. Previously described systems were not designed to estimate fine-scale locations of large insects within approximately 200 m² study areas.

2. The ARTS consists of four receiving stations. Each receiving station has four 3-element, directional Yagi antennae (separated by 60) connected to an automated receiver that records detected power sequentially from each antenna. To develop and evaluate the ARTS performance, four receiving stations were installed in the corners of 4 and 6.25-ha square fields with varying heights of vegetative cover. The location of a 0.22 g transmitter was estimated with a statistical method implementing both distance-and angle-power relationships. Calibrated model parameters were based on power detected from transmitters at known locations. Using independently collected data, model performance was evaluated based on estimated locations of a georeferenced stationary transmitter, a moving transmitter with a known georeferenced path and a transmitter attached to a monarch butterfly Danaus plexippus. Estimated locations were calculated as frequently as every 5 s, which is at least 12 times greater than the sampling frequency previously reported for tracking insects.

3. When sufficient power data were received, the median estimated locations of a transmitter attached to an investigator’s hat were 95% confidence ellipse was 18.3 m for stationary targets and 15.9 m for a moving transmitter. Greater error in location estimation was expected when the transmitter was attached to a monarch butterfly due to interference from vegetation and variability in antenna orientation and transmitter height. As such, the median distance between the estimated and true locations was 72 m. After applying a correction for the effect of vegetation, median location error was reduced by 12 m.

4. While our ARTS has likely reached the limit of current technology, the system is still a substantial methodological advancement for locating butterflies. Our efforts should provide a benchmark as technology improves.
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Abstract

1. We describe an automated radio telemetry system (ARTS) designed for estimating the location of 0.50 g butterflies which was constructed with commercially available materials. Previously described systems were not designed to estimate fine-scale locations of large insects within approximately 200 m² study areas.

2. The ARTS consists of four receiving stations. Each receiving station has four 3-element, directional Yagi antennae (separated by 60) connected to an automated receiver that records detected power sequentially from each antenna. To develop and evaluate the ARTS performance, four receiving stations were installed in the corners of 4 and 6.25-ha square fields with varying heights of vegetative cover. The location of a 0.22 g transmitter was estimated with a statistical method implementing both distance-and angle-power relationships. Calibrated model parameters were based on power detected from transmitters at known locations. Using independently collected data, model performance was evaluated based on estimated locations of a georeferenced stationary transmitter, a moving transmitter with a known georeferenced path and a transmitter attached to a monarch butterfly Danaus plexippus. Estimated locations were calculated as frequently as every 5 s, which is at least 10 times greater than the sampling frequency previously reported for tracking insects.

3. When sufficient power data were received, the median estimated locations of a transmitter attached to an investigator’s hat were <16 m from the true location. The median effective radius of the 95% confidence ellipse was 18.3 m for stationary targets and 15.9 m for a moving transmitter. Greater error in location estimation was expected when the transmitter was attached to a monarch butterfly due to interference from vegetation and variability in antenna orientation and transmitter height. As such, the median distance between the estimated and true locations was 72 m. After applying a correction for the effect of vegetation, median location error was reduced by 12 m.

4. While our ARTS has likely reached the limit of current technology, the system is still a substantial methodological advancement for locating butterflies. Our efforts should provide a benchmark as technology improves.
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Understanding animal movement across varying spatial and temporal scales is an active area of fundamental ecological research, with practical applications in the fields of conservation biology and natural resource management (Chan et al., 2019; Kays et al., 2015; Kissling et al., 2014; Nandintsetseg et al., 2019; Tobias & Pigot, 2019; Wittenmyer et al., 2019). Such knowledge can support elucidation of migration patterns, home ranges, and responses to global and regional fluctuations in environmental conditions. Technology advances provide extensive potential for tracking vertebrates (ARGOS System, 2020; Hallworth & Marra, 2016; Lotek Wireless Inc., 2020; McMahon et al., 2017; Telemetry Solutions, 2017); however, options to study the movement ecology of insects are limited.

Historically, and most commonly, insect movement has been studied through visual observation. Observations, with aid of binoculars, recording theodolites, Geospatial Positioning System (GPS) units and/or compasses, allow researchers to flag and georeference locations and estimate exit angles from habitat sites when the insect can no longer be followed on foot. Researchers have employed these methods to track at least 30 butterfly species up to 50 m (Fernandez et al., 2016; Fownes & Roland, 2002; Kallioniemi et al., 2014; Merckx et al., 2003; Schultz, 1998; Schultz & Crone, 2001; Schultz et al., 2012, 2017; Skorka et al., 2013; Turchin et al., 1991; Zalucki & Kitching, 1982). Given limitations of the human visual range and associated error, potential interference of the investigator on natural behaviour of the insect and intensive effort by the researcher, visual observation provides limited means to quantify movement patterns within and between habitat patches at landscape scales. Less frequently, movement ecology of insects has been studied with the aid of tracking technologies including harmonic radar (Drake & Reynolds, 2012), very high-frequency (VHF) radio telemetry (Fisher et al., 2020; Fornoff et al., 2012; Hagen et al., 2011; Kissling et al., 2014; Levett & Walls, 2011; Liegeois et al., 2016; Svensson et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2019; Wikelski et al., 2006) and radio frequency identification (RFID; Schneider et al., 2012). The strengths and limitations of each approach depend on the behaviours of interest within relevant spatial and temporal domains (Fisher et al., 2020). The most promising technology for exploring movement, habitat use, behaviour and migration of insects is VHF radio telemetry (Kissling et al., 2014); however, applying this technology is constrained to the size of the animal. Transmitters exceeding 3% of a vertebrate animal’s body weight have been shown to alter movement behaviour (Barron et al., 2010; Hallworth & Marra, 2016; Murray & Fuller, 2000). Although insects can carry transmitters up to approximately 50% of their mass (Fisher et al., 2020; Hagen et al., 2011; Liegeois et al., 2016; Srygley & Kingsolver, 2000), because of the relatively small size of insects, they require small, low-powered transmitters. For example, monarch butterflies Danaus plexippus weighing approximately 0.50 g exhibit normal flight behaviour while carrying 0.30–0.25 g transmitters, which are among the smallest commercially available (Fisher et al., 2020).

Very high-frequency radio telemetry requires a receiver that detects the active transmitter signal, typically via a handheld or vehicle-mounted antenna (Kissling et al., 2014). The transmitted signal can be stored in the receiver and/or converted to an audible sound scaled to the received power. Directional antennae can be used to estimate the location of an animal without visual confirmation. If the animal is not moving, or moving slowly, the researcher can encircle the animal and determine its location based on triangulation of multiple estimated compass bearings in the direction of the most intense received signals (Lenth, 1981; White & Garrott, 1990). However, specifically when tracking insects, it is difficult, if not impossible, for one researcher to collect multiple bearings to estimate locations and reconstruct flight patterns. Alternatively, directional antennae can be used to approach an animal and facilitate visual confirmation of its true location. In the case of rapidly moving insects, researchers have followed tagged individuals on foot or in vehicles using handheld directional antennae (Hagen et al., 2011). When that approach failed, some research teams attempted to relocate transmitter signals from small aircraft, which required significant training and financial investment (Hagen et al., 2011; Wikelski et al., 2006).

Recent advancements have improved the means of using VHF radio telemetry to track insects. For example, the Motus Wildlife Tracking System is a collaborative, global automated radio-telemetry network of over 900 receiving stations designed to facilitate landscape-scale research of migratory animals (Motus Wildlife Tracking System, 2020; Taylor et al., 2017), and was used by Knight et al. (2019) to track the North American fall monarch butterfly migration. These researchers estimated that migratory monarchs traversed an average of 61 ± 42 km/day. On a landscape scale, a single researcher tracked migratory golden birdwing butterflies Troides aeacus across 4km over a 4-day period using a directional, handheld antenna and a ‘directional-strength’ analytical technique (Wang et al., 2019). Attempts were made to detect tagged butterflies every 30 min; approximately 38% of these attempts resulted in estimated locations. These techniques provide temporally coarse estimates of insect movement and are not applicable for quantifying movement at finer scales that are still beyond human visual acuity. To fill this methodological gap, Fisher et al. (2020) stationed four researchers with directional antenna-receiver units around the release site of radio-tagged monarch butterflies and collected simultaneous bearings at 1-min interval. These bearings were subsequently triangulated to estimate locations within and immediately adjacent to a 4-ha restored prairie. This method provided the means to quantify estimated locations with associated error on a biologically relevant time-scale to recreate movement paths and estimate habitat utilization. Although successful, this method has
practical limitations, including operator fatigue during long data collection sessions, inter-operator differences in audible detection of signals, inability to estimate locations in <1-min interval and the need for additional operators to increase spatial coverage.

Automated radio telemetry systems (ARTS) have been proposed as a means to increase scalability, frequency in data collection intervals and potentially minimize errors in location estimates for insects (Kissling et al., 2014). Several research teams have described ARTS for tracking mammals and birds (Cochran et al., 1965, 2001; Crewe et al., 2019; Kays et al., 2011; Knight et al., 2019; Larkin et al., 1996; Lenske & Nocera, 2018; Motus Wildlife Tracking System, 2020; Ward et al., 2013). Most notably Kays et al. (2011) designed and utilized an ARTS to track rainforest birds and mammals on Barro Colorado Island, Panama. This system incorporated seven custom, automated receiving units on 40 m receiving stations to cover an area of roughly 1,500 ha. Each receiving station housed six, six-element directional Yagi antennae pointing in known bearing directions. The advances of Kays et al. (2011) and others to track animals ranging from 21 to 10,000 g in size provide the framework we used to develop an ARTS designed for tracking 0.5 g insects, carrying low powered transmitters, over spatial scales of 4–6 ha.

Here, we describe an ARTS that was originally designed to study movement of non-migratory monarch butterflies beyond human visual range (approximately 200 m²) on a fine temporal scale. The monarch butterfly is at risk of quasi-extinction (Semmens et al., 2016), in part, from the loss of breeding habitat in agricultural landscapes of the Midwest United States (Thogmartin et al., 2017). Because adult females are not patch-resident, egg abundance and distribution across the landscape is a function of their perceptual range, flight directionality, and flight step lengths (Grant et al., 2018; Zalucki et al., 2016). Increased understanding of female monarch movement through empirical studies in landscapes with different spatial patterns of restored breeding habitat is needed to improve predictions of realized fecundity (Fisher et al., 2020). Our ARTS was built modularly with commercially available materials to reduce costs and simplify installation at different research sites. We demonstrate successful location estimates of stationary and moving transmitters and address the influence of transmitter orientation and vegetative cover on the detection of radio-tagged monarchs and the precision of their estimated locations. We conclude with a discussion of the ARTS strengths, limitations and future research directions.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Overview

This ARTS, designed for estimating locations of insects beyond human visual ability on a fine temporal scale, was built with commercially available materials and adapted from the system described by Kays et al. (2011). We describe our ARTS design and statistical model, including:

1. Transmitter, antennae, receivers and design to collect multiple measurements of signal strength.
2. Statistical method development and evaluation to estimate location from the strength of the received signal.

Our ARTS consisted of four receiving stations installed and georeferenced (Trimble Geo7x) in the corners of a square grid. Each receiving station had an automated receiver and four directional antennae pointing in different directions. We used three-element Yagi antennae, rather than six-element (Kays et al., 2011), because they are lighter, which increased receiving station stability. Because we used different materials and antennae arrays, the mathematical model used by Kays et al. (2011), which incorporated a relationship between received power and angle, was not appropriate to estimate transmitter locations with our system. Our ARTS utilized a model that incorporated both power-distance and power-angle relationships. Performance of the ARTS was evaluated using a low-powered, 0.22 g transmitter, taking into account factors including height and orientation of the transmitter, vegetation between the transmitter and the receiving station, and rate and pattern of transmitter movement (see Crewe et al., 2019; Kays et al., 2011; Lenske & Nocera, 2018; Ward et al., 2013).

2.2 | System design

Receiving stations were created from 7 m tall aluminium telescoping banner stands (Figure 1a; 23 foot Mondo Outdoor Flag, San Diego Sign Company), which were stabilized with a guy wire system (EZ-GW-KIT, Solid Signal) that was augured (auger anchor kit, Grainger) approximately 0.5 m into the ground. The top 1.25 m of the pole was wrapped in electrical tape to reduce potential signal interference. Four 3-element, directional Yagi antennae (calibrated for frequencies from 164,000 to 166,000 MHz; Johnson’s Telemetry) were attached to the top of the pole with hose clamps and a series of RAM mounts (RAP-B-400U, RAM-B-201U, RAM-B-231Z-2NUBU; RAM Mounts). Mounts were separated by 0.3 m, with the top mount 0.9 m higher than the bottom mount. The claw clamp of the mount (RAP-B-400U) was attached between the middle and bottom parallel elements of a Yagi antenna, which held the antenna in the vertical orientation (Figure 1b). A vertical orientation was used to maximize detection of transmitter signals with increasing distance from a receiving station, rather than a horizontal orientation that has greater ability to discern directionality, but with a lower limit of detection with distance (Cochran et al., 1965, 2001; Larkin et al., 1996). Yagi antennae were positioned 60 apart, so the top and bottom antennae were pointed 180 from each other. The space between the middle two Yagi antennae pointed towards the centre of the field. To obtain the true direction of the Yagi antennae, compass bearings were taken while standing behind each antenna.
Yagi antennae were connected with 7.62 m coax cables (Lotek Wireless) to an automated receiving unit (SRX800-D, Lotek Wireless) at the base of the pole. Receivers were programmed to scan for a single, specific transmitter frequency and collect data from each Yagi antenna for 6 s; one full scan through all four antennae occurred every 24 s (Table ST1 lists the receiver programming parameters). The power of a detected transmitter was reported in Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) units that are logarithmically scaled, analogous to decibels and stored in the receiver. Based on results from a preliminary evaluation of the antenna’s signal detection sensitivity and directionality (Figure S1), receiver gain was set to 65, which minimized detection of signal behind the antenna.

We used LB-2X transmitters (Holohil Systems, Ltd.), which are among the smallest available commercially (0.22 g), have approximately 8 days of battery life and have been used successfully on monarch butterflies (Fisher et al., 2020). Data that aided in development and evaluation of the statistical model to predict transmitter location were collected with the transmitter attached to a stationary investigator, a mobile investigator and a radio-tagged butterfly. After noting that LB-2X transmitters emit signal with a directional pattern when held in horizontal orientation (Figure S2), we ensured the transmitter antenna was maintained in a vertical orientation, which removed the directional pattern. When worn by an investigator, the transmitter was placed in 15 ml conical tube (Fisher Scientific) and vertically affixed to a baseball cap. When attached to the ventral side of the butterfly’s abdomen with superglue (Fisher et al., 2020), the transmitter antenna was bent at a 90 angle approximately 5 mm after the end of the monarch’s abdomen to maintain vertical orientation. Transmitters with a 90 bend of the antenna to the vertical orientation behaved similar to transmitters attached to the cap in vertical orientation (Figure S2). Locations of hat and stationary monarch-affixed transmitters were georeferenced (Trimble Geo7x) and adjusted with the closest base station; after correction, error ranged from 0 to 50 mm.

2.3 | Conceptual model to estimate transmitter location

Telemetry systems can estimate location through two, non-exclusive, basic principles: (a) the strength of a received signal decreases as distance from the source increases and (b) the strength of a received signal decreases as the direction to the source deviates from the antenna’s boresight angle. Traditional direction-based triangulation requires finding only the antenna angle resulting in the greatest signal strength. We devised a method to estimate location implementing both angle and distance.

Antenna physics implies that distance effects and angle effects are additive when power is measured on a logarithmic scale, like decibels or RSSI units (Balanis, 2016). The model for power, \( P \), at an arbitrary distance, \( d \), and angle from the antenna to the transmitter, \( \theta \), are then:

\[
P = \beta_0 + f_{\text{distance}}(d) + f_{\text{angle}}(\theta).
\]  

The intercept, distance function and angle function can be estimated by recording power at a range of distance and angles. Figure S3 shows the locations to calibrate Equation (1) for one of our data collection periods.

An unknown transmitter location, \((x, y)\), can be estimated from contemporaneous measurements of power at multiple antennae on the same receiving station. Implementing an estimator requires specifying the form of \( f_{\text{distance}}(d) \) and \( f_{\text{angle}}(\theta) \), estimating any unknown parameters in those functions, and devising an estimator of the location. Details of each of these steps are provided in the following subsections.
2.3.1 Determining \( f_{\text{distance}}(d) \)

According to Friis's (1946) law, the power of a received signal, measured in decibels, decreases linearly with log-transformed distance to the source. In practice, there is random variation in the received power, resulting in the model.

\[
P^* = k_1 + k_2 \log(d) + \varepsilon,
\]

where \( P^* \) is the power, \( d \) is the distance between the antenna and the transmitter and \( \varepsilon \) is the random variation.

Automated receivers have a limit of detection for radio signals. Only radio signals with power above the detection limit are recorded; signals below that limit are ignored. Hence, the recorded power has a distribution that is truncated at the detection limit. When the random variation in power follows a normal distribution, the recorded power follows a truncated normal distribution. The expected recorded power is then

\[
P = p^* + \sigma \phi \left( \frac{c - p^*}{\sigma} \right) \left[ 1 - \Phi \left( \frac{c - p^*}{\sigma} \right) \right],
\]

where \( P \) is the mean recorded power, \( p^* \) is the mean power given by Equation (2), \( \sigma \) is the receiver detection limit, \( \phi() \) is the standard deviation of power values, \( \Phi() \) is the standard normal probability density function and \( \phi() \) is the standard normal cumulative probability density function. The second term in Equation (3) is the shift in mean recorded power due to receiver failure to record below the detection limit. That shift is generally small unless the power predicted by Friis’s law is close to or below the detection limit.

To confirm the theoretical relationship between distance and power given by \( f_{\text{distance}} \), Equations (2) and (3), we collected data at a range of distances from a receiving station. We installed two receiving stations 400 m apart in a 4-ha, flat, open, harvested maize field with low to no vegetation to prevent interactions between the radio signals and the environment (Goldman & Swenson, 1999). Each receiving station had an antenna pointing directly towards the other receiving station. An investigator, wearing the transmitter, walked along a straight line between the two receiving stations four times, stopping for 2 min every 25 m (Figure S3). Because the receiver sampled the antenna every 24 s, there were up to four instantaneous power readings per receiving station/antenna at each location. Preliminary investigation indicated that a small fraction of power readings were abnormally low over a 2-min sampling period; therefore, the median power of the 2-min interval was used to summarize the power for each of the four visits to each location. Distance from the transmitter to each receiving station was calculated assuming all antennae were 7 m above-ground. The difference between a transmitter’s distance to the receiving station base and its distance to the antennae is <0.5 m at 50 m or more from the receiving station and <1 m at 25 m.

The relationship between power and log distance is linear between 25 m and approximately 140 m (Figure 2, left panel). Closer than 25 m, signals saturated the receiver. In this field setting, the receiver detection limit was about 58 RSSI units. The truncated power model, Equation (3), reasonably describes the observed power from 25 to 200 m. That fitted model is essentially identical to the linear model up to distances of c. 125 m, then asymptotes at the receiver detection limit.

2.3.2 Determining \( f_{\text{angle}} \)

When the receiving antenna is directional, the power of a received signal also depends on the angle between the transmitter and the antenna boresight. The specific relationship depends on the antenna design. For commonly used Yagi antennas, the relationship between angle and power depends on orientation of the antenna and the number, size and spacing of parallel elements (Kuechle & Kuechle, 2012). The specific relationship requires specialized software to determine. Some antenna manufacturers provide this information, but ours did not. We digitized the radiation pattern (Figure S4) for a three-element Yagi antenna with dimensions identical to ours (Yagi-Uda.com, 2008). For angles up to 80 (>1.4 radians) from the antenna boresight, the power is well approximated by \( P = a_0 + a_1 (1 - \cos \theta)^{0.95} \). The pattern of the ‘back lobe’, for angles between 90 and 270, is more complex. At least part of that theoretical pattern can be approximated by \( P = a_2 + a_3 (1 + \cos \theta)^{0.95} \). The front- and back-lobe curves can be described by a single model by

**FIGURE 2** We found a clear relationship between received power and the distance between transmitter and antenna (left panel), and a more variable relationship between received power and the angle between antenna and transmitter (right panel). Panels show representative plots from a single antenna with distance on a logarithmic scale.
forcing the two parts to be continuous at 90 and −90. That model for data at a constant distance is

\[
P = \begin{cases} 
  a_0 + a_1 \left( (1 - \cos \theta)^{0.95} - 1 \right) & -90^\circ \leq \theta \leq 90^\circ \\
  a_0 + a_2 \left( 1 + \cos \theta \right)^{0.95} - 1 & 90^\circ < \theta \leq 270^\circ 
\end{cases} .
\] (4)

To confirm this relationship in a field setting, we installed four receiving stations in the corners of a harvested maize field with four antennae pointed at −60°, 0°, 60° and 120°. An investigator walked in a semi-circle 25 m from each receiving station base and stopped at 13 evenly distributed locations for 2-min intervals (Figure S3). This provided power readings at a variety of angles from the four antennae boresights, but at a constant distance. The theoretical pattern in a semi-circle 25 m from each receiving station base and stopped at 13 evenly distributed locations for 2-min intervals (Figure S3). This provided power readings at a variety of angles from the four antennae boresights, but at a constant distance. The theoretical pattern was fit by a segmented regression joined at 90 and −90 to account for the different curves in the front and back lobes (Figure 2, right panel). The fitted angle model for these antennae is

\[
P = \begin{cases} 
  121.8 - 8.73 \left( (1 - \cos \theta)^{0.95} - 1 \right) & -90^\circ \leq \theta \leq 90^\circ \\
  121.8 + 22.48 \left( 1 + \cos \theta \right)^{0.95} - 1 & 90^\circ < \theta \leq 270^\circ 
\end{cases} .
\] (5)

The large random variation in power means that the bearing with the strongest signal may be quite different from the true bearing (Figure 2, right panel). Therefore, estimating location from only bearing angles does not work as well in our system as it has in others (see Kays et al., 2011).

2.3.3 | Random effects of receiving stations and antennae

Evaluation of the residuals from the fitted regression supported the assumption that the random variation in received power could be approximated by a normal distribution with constant variance. With the details of \( f_{\text{distance}} \) and \( f_{\text{angle}} \), Equation (1) becomes

\[
\mu^* = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \log(d),
\] (6)

\[
z^* = \frac{c - \mu^*}{\sigma}.
\] (7)

\[
\mu = \mu^* + \sigma \frac{\phi(z^*)}{1 - \Phi(z^*)} + \left\{ \begin{array}{ll} 
  \beta_2 \left( (1 - \cos \theta)^{0.95} - 1 \right) & -90^\circ \leq \theta \leq 90^\circ \\
  \beta_3 \left( 1 + \cos \theta \right)^{0.95} - 1 & 90^\circ < \theta \leq 270^\circ 
\end{array} \right.
\] (8)

\[
P = \mu + \epsilon, \epsilon \sim N(0, \sigma^2).
\] (9)

In the above equations, \( \mu^* \) is the mean power before adjusting for truncation or angle effects, \( \mu \) is the mean power at distance \( d \) and angle \( \theta \), and \( P \) is the observed power.

Inspection of the power readings from up to four antennae on each of up to four receiving stations suggested repeatable effects of individual antennae. In particular, we noted antenna-specific variation in \( \beta_0, \beta_2 \) and \( \beta_3 \). If these random effects are ignored, the errors associated with each observation are not independent. We assessed these effects by fitting a mixed model generalization of Equation (12) that allowed \( \beta_0, \beta_2 \) and \( \beta_3 \) to randomly vary by antenna.

\[
\mu^* | a_{\theta i} = (\beta_0 + a_{\theta i}) + \beta_1 \log(d),
\] (10)

\[
z^* = \frac{c - \mu^*}{\sigma}.
\] (11)

\[
\mu | a_{\theta i}, a_{\theta 2}, a_{\theta 3} = \mu^* + \sigma \frac{\phi(z^*)}{1 - \Phi(z^*)} + \left\{ \begin{array}{ll} 
  (\beta_2 + a_{\theta 2}) \left( (1 - \cos \theta)^{0.95} - 1 \right) & -90^\circ \leq \theta \leq 90^\circ \\
  (\beta_3 + a_{\theta 3}) \left( 1 + \cos \theta \right)^{0.95} - 1 & 90^\circ < \theta \leq 270^\circ 
\end{array} \right.
\] (12)

\[
P = \mu | a_{\theta i}, a_{\theta 2}, a_{\theta 3} + \epsilon, \epsilon \sim N(0, \sigma^2).
\] (13)

When this model (Equations 12 and 13) was fit to distance and angle data from a harvested maize field, the estimated variance components for \( a_{\theta 0}, a_{\theta 2} \) and \( a_{\theta 3} \) were 51, 145 and 57, while the estimated residual variance was 159. Only the data from distances between 25 and 140 m were used in the fit to essentially eliminate the consequences of truncation. Evaluation of other possible random effects indicated no evidence of an antenna effect on \( \beta_1 \), the slope for \( \log(\text{distance}) \), or a receiving station effect on \( \beta_0 \), the overall intercept.

2.3.4 | Estimating location

Consider a transmitter at an unknown location \((x, y)\) and an antenna \( j \) pointing in direction \( \omega_0 \) at height \( h \) on receiving station \( i \) located at \((e_i, n_i)\), the distance, \( d_{\omega i} \), from the transmitter to the antenna is

\[
d_{\omega i}(x, y) = \sqrt{(x - e_i)^2 + (y - n_i)^2 + h^2},
\] (14)

and the angle between the antenna direction and the transmitter location, \( \theta_{\omega i} \) is

\[
\theta_{\omega i}(x, y) = \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{y - n_i}{x - e_i} \right) - \omega_0,
\] (15)

where the arc tangent function is one that correctly identifies the appropriate quadrant, for example, \( \text{atan2()} \) in R (R Core Team, 2019). The expected power observed at antenna \( j \) on receiving station \( i \) from a transmitter at location \((x, y)\) is given by Equation (12) evaluated using \( d = d_{\omega i} \theta_{\omega i} \), estimated regression coefficients, \( \beta_0, \beta_1, \beta_2 \) and \( \beta_3 \) and the best linear unbiased predictors (BLUPs) of the random effects, \( a_{\omega i}, a_{\theta 2} \) and \( a_{\theta 3} \).

The regression coefficients and random effects in Equation (12) are predicted by fitting a calibration dataset with known locations. We found it necessary to collect calibration data for each new field
and set of receiving station locations. Results reported here are based on calibrations using 50–75 locations per study field. The calibration locations included many collected in 25 m radius circles around each receiving station (angle calibrations), some at varying distance from one or two receiving stations (distance calibrations) and some at random locations.

When the errors, $e_i$, associated with each observation satisfy the assumptions of independence, a normal distribution, and equal variance, the unknown location can be estimated by nonlinear least squares, or equivalently maximum likelihood. This was implemented using the optim() function in R (R Core Team, 2019). For most datasets, we found minimization of the error sum-of-squares to be more numerically robust than maximization of the log likelihood.

The estimated variance–covariance matrix $\hat{\Sigma}$ for the estimated location, $l = (\hat{x}, \hat{y})$, is given by the negative inverse of the Hessian matrix of the log-likelihood function evaluated at the estimated location. Equivalently, when the location is estimated by minimizing the error sum-of-squares,

$$\hat{\Sigma} = 2 \hat{\sigma}^2 H^{-1}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

where $H$ is the Hessian matrix of second derivatives of the sum-of-squares with respect to the two location coordinates, $x$ and $y$.

A bivariate $1 - \alpha$ confidence region can be computed using a normal approximation (Johnson & Wichern, 2002, p. 221, with $S/n$ replaced by $\hat{\Sigma}$). For two parameters, $x$ and $y$, the confidence region boundary is the set of locations $l = (x, y)$ that satisfy

$$(I - I) \hat{\Sigma}^{-1} (I - I) = 2 (n - 1) F_{1-\alpha} (2, n - 2) / (n - 2).$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

Alternatively, the confidence region could be computed using profile sum-of-squares (Bates & Watts, 2007).

The overall uncertainty in the location can be summarized by the effective radius of the 95% confidence interval:

$$\left(2 F_{1-\alpha} (2, n - 2) \left| \hat{\Sigma} \right| \right)^{0.25}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

When the confidence interval for the location is circular, this value is the radius of that confidence interval circle. When the confidence interval is elliptical, this value is radius of a circle with the same area as the confidence ellipse.

2.4 | Evaluating the method

2.4.1 | Estimating location of stationary transmitter at random locations

At Blue Grass Enterprises sod farm in Linn County, IA, four receiving stations were installed 250 m apart in the four corners of an approximately 6.25 ha, flat, open area. An investigator, with the transmitter attached to the hat, stood at 62 randomly or deliberately chosen, georeferenced locations for 2-min intervals. Data from 52 strategically chosen locations were used to calibrate the model, which was then used to estimate the locations of the remaining 10 points.

2.4.2 | Estimating locations of a moving transmitter

To imitate monarch butterfly flight, while having control over speed and path, an investigator walked a straight line through the 250 m² detection area at a flat, open, harvested maize field in Story County, IA, at a pace of approximately 50 m/min for approximately 7 min. Known locations along the straight line path were georeferenced. Because the receiver only records one antenna at a time, synchronous power readings for the four antennas at a receiving station were obtained by smoothing the power versus time curve for each antenna (Figure S5). The power versus time curves were smoothed by fitting a generalized additive model with a thin-plate regression spline using gam() in the R mgcv library (Wood, 2003, 2011). Default parameters were used except for setting gamma = 2 to obtain smoother fits. Predicted power for all antennas was calculated every 5 s, except when there was a gap of over 60 s, which corresponded to two consecutive cycles without a recorded power.

2.4.3 | Estimating locations of a mobile butterfly

Four receiving stations were installed to create a 250 m² detection area in a restored prairie with habitat in Floyd County, IA, comprised of native grasses and forbs of approximately 1.0 m in height. A radio-tagged monarch butterfly was released on a non-blooming forb and observed for 40 min by an investigator stationed 5 m away to record the nature and elapsed time of behaviours. When the butterfly was stationary, the location was georeferenced and the true time spent at that location was recorded. Likewise, the true time spent flying between stationary locations was recorded. Periods of low-level variation in received power and periods of erratic changes in received power were associated with periods when the monarch was stationary or flying, respectively. Time sequences of power received during the observation period were smoothed using a gam() model, as described in Section 2.4.2. Because the vegetation present in the prairie restoration was expected to lower confidence in estimated location in comparison to the sod and harvested maize fields (Crewe et al., 2019; Goldman & Swenson, 1999; Kays et al., 2011; Larkin et al., 1996), we conducted a calibration test to quantify the distance–power relationship with the transmitter placed in a potted plant (Chrysanthemum sp.; Figure S6). The resulting relationship paralleled that observed in the open field, but was dampened by 22 RSSI. Locations in the restored prairie were estimated every 30 s with and without employing the 22 RSSI adjustment to evaluate the extent to which the ‘vegetation correction factor’ improved estimates.
3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Estimating location of stationary transmitters at random locations

Locations and 95% confidence ellipses were estimated for all 10 test locations (Figure 3). Six of the transmitter’s actual locations were located inside the 95% confidence ellipse for the estimated location. The other four estimated locations were outside of the 95% confidence ellipse, but were within 49.2 m of the actual location. The median distance between the estimated and actual locations was 14.7 m; the median effective radius of the confidence ellipses was 18.3 m.

When a transmitter was within 25 m of a single receiving station, the received power saturated the receiver, which limited the precision of location estimates in these situations. Similarly, if a transmitter was located outside the upper limit of the linear distance–power relationship (c. 150 m for the system in this study), recorded power readings were less reliable for estimating location because the power versus distance curve asymptotes.

3.2 | Estimating locations of a moving transmitter

Using the smoothing calculation, sequential locations were estimated using the predicted power (Figure 4) of a transmitter that moved at a rate of approximately 50 m/min. Although not shown, 93% of the estimated locations occurred within the 95% confidence ellipse and half of the estimated locations were within 15.9 m of the actual location. All estimated locations of a moving transmitter were between 5.0 and 47.9 m from the true location. When the transmitter was within 25 m of a receiving station, estimated locations were not always consistent with actual, sequential locations. With increasing distance from receiving stations, the sequence of estimated and actual locations was concordant. Inconsistency between actual and estimated locations near receiving stations likely reflects the received power saturating the receivers.

Although location could be estimated from as few as three power readings, there was uncertainty in such estimates. When the confidence interval, Equation (17), was estimated from the three power values, the $F_{2,1}(0.95)$ quantile was 200. With four readings, the $F$ quantile was much smaller: $F_{2,2}(0.95) = 19.0$. For example, the median sample size for the locations collected with the moving transmitter was 8, with a range from 3 to 11. Our experience suggests aiming to have at least six power readings from three receiving stations.

3.3 | Estimating location of mobile butterfly

Within the 40-min observation period, the radio-tagged monarch flew for a maximum of 20 s among four stationary locations a maximum of 44 m apart within the 250 m$^2$ detection area of the restored
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The power received by the receiving stations was stable and consistent when the monarch was stationary. Variability in power was observed during times of known flight (Figure S7). All the raw data detected by the receiving stations were used to estimate 79 locations every 30 s. Consequently, we assume estimated locations are associated with the monarch stationary in the vegetation, since it is extremely unlikely a location could be estimated during the short time the monarch was in flight. Estimated locations were a median of 72 m from the true stationary locations. Confidence ellipses could not be calculated for all estimated locations because of numerical difficulties estimating the variance–covariance matrix. Two typical confidence ellipses, shown in Figure 5, had effective radii of 209 and 310 m. Error estimates were large because each location was estimated with only five or six recorded power readings and those readings were variable. To account for dampened signals due to the presence of vegetation, we added 22 RSSI to each of the raw values (see Section 2.4.3 Estimating locations of a mobile butterfly), which yielded estimated points that were a median of 46 m from the true locations (right panel). Representative confidence ellipses are shown for one estimated point within each cluster. Green crosses represent locations of receiving stations.

4 | DISCUSSION

Because of their relatively small size, techniques for tracking and quantifying insect movement are limited. To date, most methods are labor-intensive, rely on visual observation or collect data on coarse time-scales. We devised an automated VHF radio telemetry system to estimate locations of insects with low-powered transmitters at a fine temporal scale beyond human visual acuity. Although additional research and future technological advances could improve error estimates, our system provides a substantial advancement in comparison to previous methods to locate butterflies. Implementation of the ARTS described here increases detection range to approximately 150 m, which exceeds a 50 m tracking limit based on visual observations (Fernandez et al., 2016; Fownes & Roland, 2002; Kallioniemi et al., 2014; Merckx et al., 2003; Schultz, 1998; Schultz & Crone, 2001; Schultz et al., 2012, 2017; Skorka et al., 2013; Turchin et al., 1991; Zalucki & Kitching, 1982), and provides the means to estimate location errors. Our system is not intended to replace traditional handheld or vehicle-mounted radio telemetry methods, but rather augment methods and alleviate personnel requirements as compared to following insects by foot or vehicle; therefore, the ARTS also provides practical advantages as compared to personnel following insects on foot with handheld radio telemetry (Fisher et al., 2020; Fornoff et al., 2012; Hagen et al., 2011; Kissling et al., 2014; Levett & Walls, 2011; Liegeois et al., 2016; Svensson et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2019; Wikelski et al., 2006).

Our statistical method to estimate location incorporated both the effect of distance and angle on the received power by each of four Yagi antennae on a receiving station, which was not explored previously (Cochran et al., 1965, 2001; Kays et al., 2011; Larkin et al., 1996). With this method, we were able to successfully estimate locations of stationary transmitters at distances beyond visual detection with a median accuracy of 14.7 m. This accuracy from a distance of up to 150 m from a receiving station.
is appropriate for the spatial scale of our movement questions and is a significant improvement compared to visual observations at distances up to, but not exceeding, 50 m with no error estimates. In addition, our method produced comparable accuracy when locating a mobile transmitter attached to an investigator's hat at a temporal resolution that is 12 times more frequent than the shortest telemetry data collection interval previously reported with insects (Fisher et al., 2020; Hagen et al., 2011; Kissling et al., 2014; Knight et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019). These results suggest under optimized conditions, with the transmitter antenna consistently vertical and 1.6 m above the ground, our system and method of estimating location can be used to reasonably quantify locations and error estimates of stationary and moving low-mass transmitters at distances beyond human vision.

When the transmitter was attached to a mobile monarch butterfly, increased error in location estimates were expected due to interference of vegetation, variability in transmitter antenna orientation when in flight and height of the transmitter (Crewe et al., 2019; Kays et al., 2011; Ward et al., 2013). Estimated locations were a median of 58 m from their associated stationary location. To compensate for decreased received power, we added an empirically derived constant 22 RSSI factor to each receiving station, which improved our location estimates and decreased the associated error. Estimated locations with the correction ranged in accuracy from 38 to 93 m and the pattern of estimated and actual locations were concordant. This approach assumes a constant vegetative effect; however, the impact of vegetation likely varies with plant height and density (Crewe et al., 2019; Kays et al., 2011; Ward et al., 2013). Further investigation could ascertain the need to use site-specific vegetation to implement appropriate corrections for interference. Representative confidence ellipses had effective radii of 120 and 240 m (see Figure 5 right panel) because locations were estimated from five or six detected power values, which impacts the multiplier that scales the variance–covariance matrix into a bivariate confidence ellipse. For example, for \( N = 5 \), the multiplier is 5.04 and for \( N = 6 \), the multiplier is 4.17. With larger sample sizes, the multiplier is considerably smaller, for example, 3.17 for \( N = 10 \). Although location can be estimated from relatively few detected power values, large confidence ellipses are expected.

We confirmed that periods of stable received power occurred when the monarch was stationary and periods of variability in signal strength detection were associated with flight. While we can detect when a monarch is in flight, it may prove difficult to predict location during flight because of the thin-plate regression spline smoothing function applied in our estimation method (Figure S7). The thin-plate regression spline smoothing function controlled for differences in the precise time of estimates from different receiving stations, and reasonably estimated received power in our field trials. When transmitters attached to the cap were moving slowly, fluctuations in received power over short time intervals likely represented background noise, rather than true differences in location. However, if a radio transmitter was moving rapidly or erratically, fluctuations in received power could represent true differences in the location. A smoothing function applied to such data over time would produce estimated power values that reduce true differences over time, thus reducing the precision of location estimates.

Modifications to components of our ARTS could enhance its performance; however, these modifications are associated with additional financial cost, reduced transmitter battery life and/or altered insect flight behaviour. Detection range of our ARTS is limited by the distance–power relationship. With our current receiver settings, locations can be estimated if the transmitter is between c. 25 to 150 m from a receiving station. Changing the receivers' gain could increase the distance at which signals are consistently detected or reduce the distance at which saturation occurs; additional calibration data would be required to describe the distance–power and angle–power relationships. Likewise, future transmitters that emit stronger signals, with low mass batteries, could also extend detection range and improve error estimates by increasing detection of power readings by receiving stations. Alternatively, additional receiving stations could be installed to extend the detectable range of the system; for example, rather than deploying four receiving stations to create a 250 m² detection area, nine receiving stations would create a 500 m² detection area. Additional receiving stations, antennae on receiving stations and/or antennae with more elements could improve tracking insects in flight, as suggested by Lenske and Nocera (2018) for tracking birds. Using a transmitter with a greater pulse rate could also aid in tracking insects in flight (e.g. see Lenske & Nocera, 2018) as well as decrease the error ellipse estimates.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first ARTS designed to track insects (see Kissling et al., 2014 for a recent review of insect telemetry techniques). Using current, commercially available equipment, our findings likely represent the limit of existing ARTS technology to track non-migratory movement of insects. Although error estimates are large compared to ARTS using heavier, higher power transmitters for small mammals and birds, our system can estimate fine-scale locations within a 250 m² area at a frequency appropriate for our research questions. Estimating locations based on visual observations is not possible at these spatial and temporal scales. When combined with handheld radio telemetry to verify locations of tagged insects outside an ARTS’ grid, this system provides a cost-effective means to estimate locations of insects at distances beyond human visual range. Our method with 0.22 g transmitters has potential to be adapted for use with other large insect species, small mammals and small birds.
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